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Abstracts

“It's no use going back to yesterday,” Alice said in Wonderland, “because I was a

different person then.”

As Alice’s environment changed her, so, too, is an era of “looking glass” transparency

changing the pharmaceutical industry, as tough new legislation forever alters physician-

pharma relations.

Triggered by the widespread collapse of public trust for conflict-of-interest protection

measures following several high profile cases in which health care professionals,

medical schools, journals and continuing education establishments worked more in their

own interest than the public’s, the industry and physicians alike now face new

legislation that will throw open a revealing window onto engagement practices. And like

Lewis Carroll’s heroine, the industry is struggling to navigate a way forward in a

challenging, ever-changing landscape.

From the US Physician Payments Sunshine Act, which will compel pharmaceutical

companies to disclose physician payments, to demands for greater transparency in

clinical trial results, the authorship of medical papers, the regulatory process for

licensing drugs as well as payments made to patient groups and medical schools, it is

clear that the emerging “looking glass” transparency is not only changing the rules of

engagement with physicians—it’s doing so contagiously.

The result? Considerable uncertainty for the industry and physicians alike—and some

leadership by a few companies, like Merck and GlaxoSmithKline, as they attempt

negotiate the tough new regulatory mood.

Key insights from expert sources
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Engaging with Physicians in an Era of Transparency --FirstWord’s first report in

its timely new “pharma transparency series”--offers critical insights in to what’s driving

the new era of transparency, the legislation that is emerging and how the industry and

physicians alike will have to alter their practices to suit. Containing compelling

interviews with industry leaders, discussions of everything from marketing crackdowns

to increasing compliance requirements, the report investigates the ground-zero impact

of transparency legislation and how some industry leaders like Eli Lilly and

GlaxoSmithKline are already determining their own strategies to change with voluntary

disclosures and new engagement practices.

The report reviews the current transparency legislation to establish:

How the new era of conflict-of-interest legislation is unfolding

How the legislation is affecting specific groups from sales representatives to the

continuing medical education sector

The report

Examines how demands for transparency have evolved as a result of public

mistrust

Deconstructs the tone and content of legislation as it affects key sectors within

the industry and medical profession

Offers guideline solutions being dynamically developed by industry leaders—as

the environment changes

Notes possible positives emerging from transparency demands, such as

opportunities to set the record straight on healthcare market expectations

Contextualizes emerging legislation—and it’s likelihood of success

Key quotes from opinion leaders
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“We are moving from a culture of compliance to a culture of transparency. What we are

seeing is a perfect storm of drivers pushing companies towards the need to be more

transparent. This is a major shift that will require new ways of engaging with

stakeholders.” Jonathon L. Kellerman, a partner in PricewaterhouseCoopers’ US

Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences Practice.

“Industry is going to have to choose how it engages with professionals and how to

defend those engagements as having a positive effect on clinical outcomes and are

therefore beneficial to patients. You have to be comfortable with the money you are

spending and it should be limited to areas both recipient and payer can defend.” Peter

Claude, a partner in PWC’s US Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences Practice.

“The current go-to-market model focuses almost exclusively on initial prescription

writing, largely ignoring other drivers of the market. To grow in the new healthcare

environment, as product differentiation becomes harder to sustain, pharmaceutical

companies need to go beyond promoting for first prescriptions (and banking on

maximising price in payer negotiations) toward expanding the total size of the market

and the resulting revenue potential.” Oliver Wyman report entitled ‘A prescription for

change’.

“A KOL relationship should not be measured in a ‘reach-and-frequency’ paradigm.

Rather, this relationship should be treated as a series of ‘tacit and collaborative

interactions’, because of the nature of information exchange and development.” Sara

Melo-Pereira of Skila, a KOL management software company
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